ARCHINOVA'18
Event details:
This is a event conducted to initiate and encourage the process of innovative thinking in the
field of structural designing and search for new ideas to transform our surroundings.
In this event, the competing team has to prepare a model and give a presentation on it clearly
stating its aim, working procedures and advantages.

Now coming to why one should take interest in Archinova :
1. This event allows the participants from various discipline to showcase their structural
designing skills and execute their knowledge of science in designing models.
2. A great opportunity to hone your communication skills through presentations.
3. If your model is innovative and enough convincing, it will be executed in reality in near future
keeping aside the existing prizes for the position holders!!!! Who doesn't want such fame????

So, register as fast as possible, join Archinova this tecnoesis to see your imagination taking a
real shape.

Some basic ideas for making models:
Participants can make models on:
- It can be some unique idea for your college itself.
- Already established mega structures like Burj Khalifa, Panama Canal etc.
- Green Buildings.
- Structures using green concrete.
- Railway projects.
- Runway projects.
- earthquake resistant structures.
- Upcoming super projects etc.

GUIDELINES :

1. Participants must form teams consisting of 4-5 members.
2. All team members should be college students belonging to the same educational institution .
3. Participating teams should make models and give a presentation on it.
4. The maximum time given for presentation will be 5 minutes after which there will be
questionnaire.
5. Dress code will be formal.
6. Event will start at sharp 10 a.m. Participants are requested to be punctual.

Judging criteria :
Your models and presentations will be evaluated by facilities and seniors. Winner will be decided
by taking percentages from both the evaluations.

